A new method to describe texture images using a hybrid combination of local and global texture descriptors is proposed in this paper. In this regard, a new adaptive local binary pattern (ALBP) descriptor is presented in order to carry out the local description. It is built by adding oriented standard deviation information to an ALBP descriptor in order to achieve a more complete representation of the images, and hence, it has been called adaptive local binary pattern with oriented standard deviation (ALBPS). Regarding semen vitality assessment, ALBPS outperformed previous literature works with an 81.88% accuracy and also yielded higher hit rates than the LBP and ALBP baseline methods. Concerning the global description of the images, several classical texture algorithms were tested and a descriptor based on wavelet transform and Haralick feature extraction (wavelet concurrent feature 13 (WCF13)) obtained the best results. Both local and global descriptors were combined, and the classification was carried out with a support vector machine. Two data sets have been evaluated: textures under varying illumination, pose and scale (KTH-TIPS) 2a data set and a second spermatozoa boar data set used to distinguish between dead or alive sperm heads. Therefore, our proposal is novel in three ways. First, a new local feature extraction method ALBPS is introduced. Second, a hybrid method combining the proposed local ALBPS and a global descriptor is presented, outperforming our first approach and all other methods evaluated for this problem. Third, texture classification accuracy is greatly improved with the two former texture descriptors presented. F score and accuracy values were computed in order to measure the performance. The best overall result was yielded by combining ALBPS with WCF13, reaching an F score = 0.886 and an accuracy of 85.63% in the spermatozoa data set and an 84.45% of hit rate in the KTH-TIPS 2a.
Introduction
Texture analysis is a basic vision problem which has been thoroughly studied in the last decades [1] . Its numerous applications vary from object recognition to content-based image retrieval. The first works in texture classification focus on the statistical analysis of images. Some representative methods [2] [3] [4] rely on texture features determined from the grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) by Haralick [5] , while others are based on Gabor filter bank responses, one of the most prevailing filters [6] . Local binary patterns (LBP), proposed by Ojala et al. [7] , are a recent method commonly used to describe texture. We have chosen to use this approach as a baseline in order to classify texture because it is a very descriptive and efficient texture operator while really simple. LBP just labels the pixels of an image by thresholding the neighbourhood of each pixel and considers the result as a binary number. Due to its computational simplicity and discriminative power, LBP has become a popular approach in several applications such as texture classification and segmentation, face recognition or visual inspection, specially in challenging real-time settings. Moreover, many variants have been proposed in order to improve its performance in terms of, for example, rotation invariant [8] , robustness on flat images [9] or color invariance [10] . http://jivp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/31
In many practical applications, textures are captured in arbitrary orientations. Lately, Guo and his colleagues have developed several methods which modify an LBP operator in order to improve its performance and robustness to rotation. In their study [11] , Guo et al. used the oriented standard deviation information of the neighbourhood in the matching step to obtain rotation invariance. They called it adaptive LBP (ALBP) approach. Recently, a new method which considers different sizes of the neighbourhood in order to create a unique feature vector for rotation invariance has been presented in one study of Guo et al. [12] , outperforming their other study [11] . Besides, Guo et al. [13] introduced a novel approach to improve features extraction in images by varying the uniformity criterion of the patterns of the image through LBP.
Following the idea of Guo et al., which is to achieve rotation invariance [11] , García-Olalla et al., [14] presented an approach called adaptive local binary pattern with oriented standard deviation (ALBPS), which adds an oriented standard deviation term to the LBP operator instead of using this information in the matching. ALBPS proved to obtain better performance than ALBP when assessing boar sperm vitality, plus it allowed to use a support vector machine (SVM) classifier, improving computational time with respect to the 1 × 1 matching algorithm proposed in ALBP. Furthermore, results when using a combination of ALBPS with global texture descriptors outperformed the methods individually. In this paper, we ascertain that ALBPS achieves good results in a more general context apart from vitality assessment.
In the context of texture categorization, several data sets have been proposed to evaluate the descriptors. In their study [15] , Caputo et al. proposed a challenging data set for material recognition called textures under varying illumination, pose and scale (KTH-TIPS) 2a and a methodology to evaluate it. A lot of researchers have tested their work using this data set. One example is the work developed by Chen et al. [16] proposing a robust local image descriptor called WLD. KTH-TIPS 2a data set is used in our work to test ALBPS, broadening its applications for generic texture classification tasks.
In regard to vitality assessment, few works deal with evaluating the vitality of a sample in order to classify the spermatozoa heads as dead or alive. Alegre et al. [17, 18] proposed a method using texture descriptors that obtained a 76.80% hit rate when testing images captured at ×100. Sperm assessment is used in the porcine industry for artificial insemination, so the quality of the semen must be higher as possible. A vision approach allows to assess the semen vitality without fluorescent stains which implies a great decrease in time and money.
The outline of the paper is as follows: descriptors, patterns and the proposed method are described in the "Methodology" section. The two data sets, experiment set-up and achieved results with the proposed descriptors are presented in the "Experiments" section, and finally, there is the "Conclusions" section.
Methodology

Global texture descriptors
In our first approach, the first data set, composed of images showing boar spermatozoa heads, has been characterised by several global texture descriptors. Seven classical texture descriptors have been computed for each image. The first one was a feature vector made up of four statistical measures of texture taken from the greyscale original image. This vector contains the average grey level, the average contrast, a measure of uniformity and the image entropy. Other descriptors gathered the image texture information using normalised or affine moments. Specifically, the seven moments of Hu [19] and the six invariant affine moments proposed by Flusser have been obtained [20] . Furthermore, two more feature vectors based on moments have been used. The first one contains nine values coming from the Legendre polynomials corresponding to the five first moments from orders 0 to 2 and the three last moments of the orders 3 and 4. The fifth feature vector for global texture, a 27-dimensional descriptor made up of the Zernike orthogonal moments [21] up to the fourth order, which makes nine features; including the real, imaginary and absolute values, it sums up to 27 values.
The two last global texture descriptors evaluated were obtained for both data sets, and they used Haralick's features [5] obtained from the GLCM that is computed on the original image and also on the first level decomposition of the wavelet transform with a Haar mother function. Using the five matrices, the original image and the four coefficient matrices from the wavelet decomposition, the two last feature vectors have been computed. Therefore, the sixth global descriptor is a 65-dimensional vector which contains 13 out of the 14 features proposed by Haralick, leaving out just the maximal correlation coefficient. The last global texture description has been carried out, computing just four Haralick features, such as the energy, contrast, correlation and inverse different moment on the original greyscale image and the first wavelet decomposition, yielding a 20-dimensional feature vector.
Local binary pattern
LBP presented by Ojala et al. [7] is a greyscale texture descriptor that extracts the local spatial structure of an image. Given a pixel, a pattern code is computed by comparing this pixel with the value of its neighbours: http://jivp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/31
where g c is the value of the central pixel, g p is the value of its neighbour p, P is the number of neighbours and R is the radius of the neighbourhood. After LBP is obtained for each pixel, in this work, a histogram is built in order to describe the whole image using P + 2 bins, yielding the feature vector of the image. The pattern extraction process for 1 pixel is shown in Figure 1 .
Adaptive local binary pattern
In their study [11] , Guo et al. presented an adaptive descriptor based on local binary pattern motivated by the lack of information about the orientation in the local binary pattern approach. In their work, the oriented mean and standard deviation of the local absolute difference are taken into account in order to make the matching more robust against local spatial structure changes. To minimise the variations of the mean and standard deviation of the directional differences, Guo et al. proposed a scheme that minimises the directional difference |g c − w p * g p | along different orientations adding the parameter w. The objective function is defined as follows:
where w p is the weight element used to minimise the directional difference, and N and M are the number of rows and columns in the image, respectively. Each weight w p is estimated along one orientation 2pπ/P for the whole image.
In their work, Guo et al. used least squares estimation technique to obtain the optimum weight parameter vector (w). After all, the ALBP method is defined as follows:
Proposed method: ALBPS Guo et al. [11] proposed the use of the oriented mean and standard deviation in the matching algorithm to improve classification performance. However, the ALBP method proposed by them does not take into account these statistical values to compute the image descriptor; instead, they were only applied to minimise the directional difference along the different orientations using the weight parameter w p . Our proposal includes the standard deviation information not in the matching method but in the descriptor algorithm, and it is called ALBPS on that account. Furthermore, whereas a 1×1 matching technique was proposed by Guo et al., our scheme uses the support vector machine algorithm in order to classify a descriptor. This is a huge advantage in most cases because, in this way, it is possible to use a fast and powerful classifier that will perform very well when the training set is big enough.
The standard deviation vector σ is obtained using Equation 4: (4) where N and M are the numbers of rows and columns respectively, g c (i, j) is the centre pixel at position (i, j), g c (i, j) is the neighbourhood of g c (i, j) lying along the orientation 2pπ/P with the radius R and μ p is the oriented mean obtained using the following: ALBPS descriptor is obtained by concatenating the P + 2 bin histogram values of the uniform LBP approach together with the P-dimensional standard deviation vector, yielding a descriptor of 2P + 2 features with P as the size of the neighbourhood.
The standard deviation was chosen as oriented statistical feature because it can reflect the high difference of homogeneity seen in the dead heads (heterogeneous texture) in contrast with the alive ones (homogeneous texture). We preferred this statistic rather than the mean because, sometimes, dead heads present black and white dots that can be counteracted when calculating the mean value. Go to the first row of Figure 2 to see examples of dead and alive spermatozoa heads.
Experiments
Data sets Boar spermatozoa data set
The lack of publicly available data sets of dead and alive boar sperm images forced us to collect our image data set. These images have been captured in CENTROTEC, an artificial insemination centre that is a University of Leon spin-off, and the sperm was obtained from three different races of boars: large white, Piyorker and Landrace. A total of 450 pairs of images have been captured using a Nikon Eclipse microscope (Nikon Co., Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan) and a Basler A312f camera (Basler Electric Company, Highland, IL, USA) of progressive scan obtaining 351 dead and 450 alive spermatozoa head images. These pairs contain one image in positive phase contrast, and its fluorescent image was obtained using two different stains: propidium iodide dyes dead spermatozoa to red, and dichlorofluorescein dyes the alive spermatozoa green. We encourage the reader to see more about the sample preparation in the study of Sanchez et al. [22] . We have captured the phase contrast images for developing and testing the texture descriptors evaluated on the proposed method. The fluorescent images were used to obtain the ground truth in order to label all the heads in the data set. Examples of these captures can be shown in Figure 3 .
After labelling all the images, each head has been automatically registered in order to assure scale and rotation invariance. First of all, the heads have been rotated to its vertical position. This is performed by relating any sperm head with an ellipse and correcting the orientation of the major axis to achieve verticality, and then the image has been cropped right and left, leaving head pixels untouched. Afterwards, the tail coordinates has been detected. Evaluating if the tail is placed at the bottom half or at the top half of the image will let us know if the spermatozoon has its head up or down, respectively. In the second case, the image has been flipped, leading to equal orientations. The image has been cropped up and down, leaving head pixels intact. Finally, a 3 × 3 texture range filter has been applied over the whole data set in order to reduce the noninformative areas and therefore facilitate the subsequent data set description and classification. Figure 2 shows greyscale dead and alive heads and their filtered outputs.
KTH-TIPS 2a data set
This data set is composed of several images for material categorization [15] . It contains 11 materials (aluminium, brown bread, lettuce, wool, white bread, corduroy, cracker, linen, cork, wood and cotton) with a number of images for four different samples from each material. All the samples were taken at nine scales and three poses under four different illumination conditions. All this variations make a very challenging data set. In Figure 4 , we can see some examples of some textures under different conditions.
Experimental set-up Boar spermatozoa data set
Once the 450 images were range-filtered and the ground truth vector was obtained using the fluorescent images, a cross validation algorithm had been implemented in order to avoid biased results. First of all, a 20% random subset of the total number of images is kept back in order to get the test results. With the rest of the images, a tenfold cross validation has been carried out. Classification was accomplished using SVM with least squares training algorithm. http://jivp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/31 Performance of global (left) and local (right) texture descriptors LBP and ALBP using R = 1, P = 8 and R = 2, P = 16 asneighbourhoods.
SVM methods are, in general, more efficient in terms of time than the nearest neighbour algorithms. For that reason and the fact that the nearest neighbour algorithm is prone to over-fitting because of its highly non-linear nature, we have selected SVM as our classifier.
Since this data set is skewed due to the high number of alive heads in contrast with the low number of dead ones, F score has been used as one of the quality metrics, and it was applied over the skewed class, in this case, the dead image subset. F score has been computed as F score = 2 · precision·recall/(precision + recall), where precision = TP/(TP + FP) and recall = TP/(TP + FN), with TP being the number of true positives in the classification, TN being the number of true negatives, and FP and FN being the false positives and false negatives, respectively. Note that the positive class is the one with less elements in the training set; in this instance, the positive class corresponds to the dead heads. As the process of selecting the training and cross validation subsets is random, sometimes, the number of images in each class could be quite balanced. For this reason, the accuracy measure has been taken into account and computed as accuracy = (TP + TN)/(TP + FP + TN + FN) .
Therefore, we obtained F score and accuracy measures for all tenfold combinations of training and cross validation data sets. Afterwards, the classifier which outperformed the others both in terms of accuracy and F score has been selected as the best classifier, and its parameters were used to classify the test set in order to get a more reliable performance. Using a cross validation set instead of a direct test set, we avoid the decision that the best classifier is influenced by the random cross validation set and that the classifier cannot generalise well to future test samples. In Figure 5 , a scheme of this process is showed step by step.
KTH-TIPS 2a data set
The experimental set-up used in this paper for the KTH-TIPS 2a data set evaluation is the standard protocol developed by Caputo et al. which was used previously in several papers [15, 16] . It consists of taking one of the samples of each material for test and the other three for training. This structure yields a more challenging set-up than using random images for test and training. Four classifications using this method have been carried out in order to increase its robustness using one sample for test in each iteration. The mean of the hit rate in each classification was computed. We have used support vector machine to classify the images with the one-vs-all paradigm and have selected the least squares training algorithm and a linear kernel to find the decision boundary due to the characteristics of the data set.
Results using sperm data set
As it was explained in the previous section, in our first approach, several well-known global texture descriptors have been evaluated. In Table 1 (left), it is possible to see the F score, precision, recall and accuracy achieved with these descriptors, whereas in Figure 6 (left), the F score and accuracy results and how they are directly related are shown graphically.
As it can be noticed, using wavelet concurrent feature 13 (WCF13), the performance improved compared to the rest of the global descriptors, yielding both the best F score value and the best accuracy. In contrast, values from Hu, Zernike and Flusser moments are quite low; Hu just obtained a 65% of accuracy which is an unacceptable result for this problem. Therefore, we can conclude that global texture descriptors offer poor results for assessing the vitality of boar semen samples.
In the second tests, we used the local texture descriptors LBP and the adaptive version ALBP proposed by Guo et al. [11] . Two different neighbourhoods, R = 1, P = 8 and R = 2, P = 16 have been used to measure F score and accuracy in both cases. Their performance can be seen in Table 1 (right) and Figure 6 (right) .
ALBP behaves better than LBP in all cases. ALBP2,16 obtains similar results to global descriptors, with an F score = 0.737 and an accuracy of 71.88%, outperforming in more than 15% the accuracy of the classical LBP2,16. Nevertheless, global WCF13 descriptor outperforms the ALBP approach.
In the next experiment, the performance using our proposed method, ALBPS, which includes oriented standard deviation information for the image description has been assessed. To measure the performance of our proposal, we compared it with LBP and ALBP methods. Results when concatenating LBP histogram from the original LBP method with oriented standard deviation vector (LBPS) have also been obtained.
In Table 2 and Figure 7 (left), a comparison between ALBP2,16 ,i.e. the best previous local texture descriptor, and our proposed descriptors is shown. Adding oriented standard deviation to local texture descriptors, LBPS and ALBPS, improves both the original LBP and ALBP methods which verifies the effectiveness of our proposal. The best overall result is achieved with ALBPS with R = 2, P = 16 (ALBPS2,16), yielding an F score = 0.842 and an accuracy of 81.88% which means an improvement of 14.25% in the F score and 13.91% in accuracy over the base method, ALBP2,16. Moreover, we would like to Performance of our proposed texture descriptors compared with the best of previous local texture descriptors ALBP2, 16. highlight that ALBPS2,16 also outperforms global texture description, specifically, by 5.25% in F score and by 6.5% in accuracy with regard to WCF13. It is also noticeable that ALBPS2,16 achieves better results than the previous related works found in the literature. Therefore, it is clear from the experiments that our proposed method outperforms global traditional descriptors, previous local texture descriptors based on LBP and previous related works. Our last experiment consisted of combining the analysed local descriptors with the best outperforming global features into a new hybrid feature vector. We intended to introduce global context to resolve ambiguities that can occur locally when an image has multiple similar regions. In their study [23] , Murphy et al. combined local and global texture for object detection, obtaining a better performance than using only one of them. Consequently, WCF13 and WCF4 were merged with the studied local descriptors, yielding the results shown in Table 3 and Figure 7 (right). The best overall result was achieved when combining WCF13 and ALBPS2,16 with an F score of 0.886 and a 85.63% of accuracy, outperforming the results obtained with local and global textures separately. Particularly, WCF13+ALBPS2,16 improves the F score value in 5.23% and accuracy in 4.58% with regard to our individual local descriptor ALBPS2, 16 .
It is important to note the high value of recall (89%) obtained, which means that the algorithm detects a high percentage of dead heads. Specifically, it only misclassifies 11% of them as alive. Since there are many more images of alive heads than dead ones in our data set, predicting that a new test image is alive has a higher probability of chance than otherwise. A value of recall = 0 would imply that the algorithm is just classifying all images as alive (no skewed class), and therefore, it is obtaining a high accuracy next to 100% without being useful for the goal of our task. As a consequence, our approach is correctly classifying the database even with the existence of a skewed class.
Besides, we want to highlight that this hybrid WCF13+ALBPS2,16 descriptor classified with SVM obtains better results than the previous works found in the literature. In the introduction of this paper, we found hit rates of 76.80% in the works of Alegre et al. [17, 18] . Therefore, the approach presented in this paper obtains an 8.85% of improvement over previous works. 
Results using KTH-TIPS 2a data set
In this experiment, our proposal has been evaluated using the KTH-TIPS 2a data set, and a comparison with the results achieved in previous works using the same experimental set-up is presented with SVM as classifier. First, Figure 8 shows the results achieved using our improvement of ALBPS and previous results obtained in three recent works by Sharma et al. [24] , Caputo et al. [15] and Chen et al. [16] . Our method outperforms all the others, obtaining an improvement of 15.35% hit rate with respect to the method of Sharma et al., 18.61% hit rate than the method of Caputo et al. and 30.15% hit rate than the method of Chen et al.
Secondly, in Figure 9 , the local descriptors were combined with the global wavelet-based descriptor reaching an accuracy of 92.36%. Compared to the best local Performance of our proposed texture descriptors compared with previous works on the KTH-TIPS 2a data set.
descriptor, ALBPS, the combination of global and local features improves the performance in a 9.68% hit rate. As we can observe, when merging both global and local descriptors, the results are always better than using only the local descriptors. Our proposed ALBPS method obtained the best results when combined with global descriptors. Table 4 shows the numerical results on KTH-TIPS 2a.
Experimental results
In this subsection, we show the performance evaluation results of the proposed descriptive method in terms of the F score and accuracy using both data sets. All experiments are carried out using support vector machine with least squares and a linear kernel. Experiments using different kernels have been fulfilled, obtaining worse results than with the linear one.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new local texture descriptor, ALBPS, by adding an oriented standard deviation term to the ALBP descriptor. It also has been proven that by adding this new term to the classical LBP, its performance also increases. In addition, we have combined the local proposed descriptor, ALBPS2,16, with the global WCF13 descriptor, obtaining a feature vector which contains local and global information. The experimental results showed that the hybrid features extracted by the proposed method provide a better performance than those of previous works when using a robust SVM classification in different data sets. Also, we were able to ascertain that in the spermatozoa data set, the skewed class (the dead one) was successfully classified, reaching a recall of 89%. An F score = 0.886 and an accuracy of 85.63% were yielded by WCF13+ALBPS2,16, which is a very interesting result for classifying the vitality of boar spermatozoa http://jivp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/31 heads as dead or alive. Furthermore, the results achieved by our method on the KTH-TIPS 2a data set confirm the robustness of our descriptor for general texture classification.
